Adaptive radiotherapy for head and neck cancers: Fact or fallacy to improve therapeutic ratio?
Modern standards of precision radiotherapy, primarily driven by the technological advances of intensity modulation and image guidance, have led to increased versatility in radiotherapy planning and delivery. The ability to shape doses around critical normal organs, while simultaneously "painting" boost doses to the tumor have translated to substantial therapeutic gains in head and neck cancer patients. Recently, dose adaptation (or adaptive radiotherapy) has been proposed as a novel concept to enhance the therapeutic ratio of head and neck radiotherapy, facilitated in part by the onset of molecular and functional imaging. These contemporary imaging techniques have enabled visualisation of the spatial molecular architecture of the tumor. Daily cone-beam imaging, besides improving treatment accuracy, offers another unique angle to explore radiomics - a novel high throughput feature extraction and selection workflow, for adapting radiotherapy based on real-time tumor changes. Here, we review the existing evidence of molecular and functional imaging in head and neck cancers, as well as the current application of adaptive radiotherapy in the treatment of this tumor type. We propose that adaptive radiotherapy can be further exploited through a systematic application of molecular and functional imaging, including radiomics, at the different phases of planning and treatment.